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Abstract: A high-power multi-transverse modes random fiber laser (RFL) is investigated by 
combining a master oscillator power-amplifier (MOPA) configuration with a segment of 
extra-large mode area step-index multimode fiber (MMF). Spatial coherence of the high-
power multi-transverse modes RFL has been analyzed, which shows that speckle contrast is 
reduced dramatically with the output power increasing. In this way, considerably low speckle 
contrast of ~0.01 is achieved under high laser power of ~56 W, which are the records for 
multi-transverse modes RFLs in both spatial coherence and output power. This work paves a 
way to develop high-power RFLs with very low spatial coherence for wide-range speckle-free 
imaging and free-space communication applications. 
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1. Introduction 
Random fiber lasers (RFLs) based on random distributed Rayleigh scattering and stimulated 
Raman scattering (SRS) are favorable for their stable output in time domain, simplicity in 
structure and reliability in practical applications [1–3]. Among all the potential applications, 
RFL with short fiber length is preferable for achieving highly efficiency/power output, while 
the optical-to-optical efficiency could approach the quantum limit [4,5]. Numerous researches 
on high-power RFLs have been put forward in recent years [6–9]. The output power of RFL 
based on short fiber length has been continuously promoted with the optimization of laser 
structures. More than 400 W RFL with good beam quality has been realized in a half-opened 
fiber structure, which is the record power of the state of art [10]. Moreover, the spectral 
bandwidth of the RFL has been demonstrated to be well maintained during high-power 
amplification in a master oscillator power-amplifier (MOPA) configuration that generates 
kilowatt-level RFL output [11]. 

Speckle-free imaging with low spatial coherence light source is also an attractive area in 
imaging applications that can be used to further improve the imaging quality and break 
through the resolution limit. Random lasers (RLs) generated from lasing process in disordered 
medium have been demonstrated to intrinsically possess low spatial coherence which is 
suitable for speckle-free imaging [12–15]. However, the applications of RLs are limited by its 
poor emission directionality and low output power. Therefore, fiber-optics based low 
coherence light sources are even more attractive in practical applications due to their high 
radiance in output power, excellent directionality in emission, flexibility in lasing wavelength 
and bandwidth [16,17]. Among the fiber-optics based light sources, multimode RFL has 
better imaging capability than conventional amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) source for 
its high spectral density under power-limited condition [18]. The evolutionary process of 
supercontinuum decoherence in extra-large mode area step-index multimode fiber (MMF) is 
also analyzed to provide high-quality broadband light source for speckle-free imaging [19]. 
However, the maximum output power of the recent reported low spatial coherence fiber laser 
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is relatively low, only about hundreds of milliwatts. Taking advantage of high brightness, 
high power laser with low spatial coherence could be used for speckle-free imaging, ghost 
imaging and free space communication [20,21], which can be realized by the combination of 
RFL and MMF. 

In this letter, a high-power multi-transverse modes RFL with very low spatial coherence 
has been realized with maximum output power of ~56 W and speckle contrast as low as 0.01. 
To realize this goal, a single-transverse mode RFL is firstly obtained with active gain of 
Ytterbium doped fiber (YDF), and its output is then amplified by a MOPA and injected into a 
segment of MMF to reduce the spatial coherence. Taking advantage of the high output power, 
more effective transverse modes (with high enough power to contribute to the final spatial 
coherence reduction) are excited in the MMF to reduce the spatial coherence. Meanwhile, the 
output of RFL keeps high spectral density even after amplification of the MOPA, which is of 
benefit to high-power speckle-free imaging. The all-fiber based amplification and 
decoherence configuration also provide a low-cost and reliable method to develop high-power 
low spatial coherence laser. This work not only advances RFL, but also greatly benefits those 
applications that need high-power light sources with very low spatial coherence. 

2. Experimental setup and operation principle 
Figure 1 gives the experimental setup of the high-power multi-transverse modes RFL. Single 
transverse mode RFL is generated through a MOPA configuration and further injected into 
MMF to reduce its spatial coherence. To realize random lasing, a conventional half-opened 
structure is used, which is composed of a high-reflectivity fiber Bragg grating (HR-FBG, 
central wavelength is 1064 nm, core/cladding diameters are 10/130 μm), 10 m length YDF 
(Nufern, core/cladding diameters are 10/130 μm) and 2 km length passive fiber (Corning, 
G.652). The gain is provided by active amplification in the YDF, while the optical feedback is 
provided by the point reflector of the HR-FBG and distributed Rayleigh scattering along the 
fiber. A laser diode (LD, 976 nm, core/cladding diameters of the output port fiber are 105/125 
μm) is used as pump source and coupled into the structure through a (2 + 1) × 1 signal/pump 
combiner (core/cladding diameters of the signal port are 10/130 μm). A cladding power 
stripper (CPS, core/cladding diameters are 10/130 μm) is inserted between the YDF and the 
passive fiber to strip the unabsorbed LD pump light. A 1064 nm isolator (ISO, core/cladding 
diameters are 10/125 μm) is connected after the passive fiber to make sure all the feedback in 
the backward direction is from Rayleigh scattering. 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of experimental setup. HR-FBG, high-reflectivity fiber Bragg 
grating. LD, laser diode. YDF, Ytterbium-doped fiber. CPS, cladding power stripper. ISO, 
isolator. MMF, multimode fiber. RFL, random fiber laser. PA, power amplifier. 

The generated random lasing works as seed light of the MOPA system. In the power 
amplifier (PA), two additional 976 nm LDs are combined as pump source through a (2 + 1) × 
1 signal/pump combiner. The 10 m length gain fiber is the same YDF as that in the RFL seed 
part. A high-power 1064 nm ISO (core/cladding diameters are 10/125 μm) is connected after 
the YDF to prevent backward feedback light from the following structures, while a high-
power CPS (core/cladding diameters are 10/130 μm) is also used to strip the unabsorbed 
pump light and makes sure only the 1064 nm lasing is used for the following test. The high-
power ISO plays an important role in this structure since any tiny feedback from the flowing 
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parts would be notably amplified in the backward direction and damage the gain fiber or the 
former parts. 

The amplified random-lasing is then injected into a segment of extra-large mode area 
step-index MMF (YOFC, core/cladding diameters are 105/125 μm, NA is 0.22, 30 m length) 
to further reduce the spatial coherence. It is worth to mention that the end of the MMF is 
angle cleaved to prevent feedback. In this way, high-power multi-transverse modes RFL is 
obtained at the end of the MMF. The spatial coherence of the generated multi-transverse 
modes RFL is further evaluated by a piece of ground glass diffuser and an infrared camera 
(Xenics, Bobcat-640-GigE, with sufficient resolution to detect speckle patterns for both high 
and low spatial coherence cases) which is introduced in [18] in detail. 

3. Results and discussions 
Firstly, characteristics of the random-lasing seed light are investigated. A 1064 nm 1:99 
coupler is temporarily connected after the 1064 nm ISO of the RFL seed part to measure the 
optical spectrum through the 1% port. Figure 2(a) shows the optical spectra of the random-
lasing seed light measured at different pump power. The spectrum becomes stable after the 
pump power is higher than the threshold and the bandwidth gradually broadens with the 
increase of pump power. The 3dB bandwidth is ~0.5 nm under pump power of 5.728 W. 
Total output power of the seed light is measured by a power meter (Thorlabs, S314C), at the 
angled fiber end of the 1064 nm ISO, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The threshold of the random-
lasing is 0.573 W, which is relatively lower benefitting from the Ytterbium based gain 
mechanism. The output power is 1.986 W under pump power of 5.728 W. This Ytterbium 
based amplification is preferable for its lower lasing threshold considering the 2 km length 
passive fiber [22]. 

 

Fig. 2. (a) Optical spectra of the random-lasing seed light measured at different pump power. 
(b) Output power of random-lasing seed light versus pump power. 

MOPA should be the most accessible method to realize high-power RFL, since high-
power FBGs are not needed. Therefore, the random-lasing seed light is further amplified by 
the PA. Optical spectra and output power are analyzed at the output port of the CPS with the 
fiber end angle cleaved, as shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) respectively. The bandwidth of the 
amplified random-lasing broadens slightly with the increasing of pump power, which is a 
notable characteristic comparing to conventional laser amplification process [11]. This can 
maintain the high spectral density feature of the RFL light source which is an advantage for 
speckle-free imaging with disordered medium [18]. The output power of the single-transverse 
mode random-lasing is measured through a high-power power meter. The maximum output 
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power reaches 56.2 W when the pump power of the amplifier is 90.2 W, which means the 
optical-to-optical efficiency is 62.3%, as is shown in Fig. 3(b). The original value of the 
optical-to-optical efficiency should be higher considering the insertion losses of the 1064 nm 
ISO and CPS. The output power after the amplification grows linearly with the increase of 
pump power. It shows that with further higher pump power, a much larger output power 
could be obtained. 

 

Fig. 3. (a) Optical spectra of the amplified RFL. (b) Output power of the incorporated pump 
power in the power amplifier. inset, photograph of the output power value after the amplified 
light is exported from the MMF. 

Light radiating from single mode fiber has been demonstrated with high spatial coherence 
(high speckle contrast) [18]. To realize high-power RFL with multi-transverse modes, a spool 
of extra-large mode area step-index MMF is fusion spliced with the output port of the CPS, 
and the end of the MMF is also angle cleaved to prevent point feedback. The large modal 
dispersion of the step-index MMF provides one of the most efficient way for realization of 
low spatial coherence light. The maximum output power is 55.8 W for the maximum single-
transverse mode RFL (56.2 W), as is shown in the inset of Fig. 3(b), photograph of the 
measured output power value from the end of MMF displayed on the power meter (Newport, 
Model 843-R). 
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Fig. 4. Speckle patterns formed after light passing through a ground glass diffuser at different 
power. 

The ability of speckle-free imaging can be connected by the value of speckle contrast C 

[12], which is inversely proportional to M  (M is the number of spatial modes) [23]. 
However, since the output power is too high for direct measurement, the lasing is firstly 
attenuated by a wedged plate beam splitter after exported from the MMF. Furthermore, 
absorptive neutral density filters are inserted before the light encounters with following 
imaging devices. The strength of this attenuation keeps unchanged during the following 
measurement process, where varied lasing power has been investigated. 

The speckle patterns after the light passing through the ground glass diffuser under 
different light power are shown in Fig. 4. Speckles are only clearly visible in Fig. 4(a). With 
output power increasing, the intensity distribution of the speckle profile after the ground glass 
gets smoother and no evident speckles are visible in these higher power cases. Speckle 
contrast for different power is calculated from the measured speckle patterns [18]. It is worth 
to note that with the strong attenuations, the value of the calculated speckle contrast should be 
different from that of the original light source, since modes with lower power could be 
depleted and have no contribution to speckle reduction. On the other hand, due to the 
nonuniform power distribution of the excited transverse modes (lower order transverse modes 
have higher power than higher order modes), the modes with lower power that even passing 
through the depletion part could also contribute no role in the speckle reduction since the 
ground glass would also prevent the lower power light (due to the insertion loss of the ground 
glass). However, with the power further increasing, the number of effective modes (with high 
enough power to contribute to the final spatial coherence reduction) that pass the attenuation 
part also increases. In this way, the speckle contrast reduces greatly with more and more 
excited spatial modes contributing to the illumination, as shown in Fig. 5. Therefore, the 
measured value in Fig. 5 approaches the original value of the unattenuated light when the 
power is high enough. Speckle contrast of ~0.01 has been obtained with ~56 W output power, 
which also reflects high-power light in MMF can excite much more effective spatial modes 
than those in lower power regimes [18,19]. Therefore, increasing of the laser power could 
considerably improve the efficiency of decoherence process, since it could effectively reduce 
the spatial coherence for specified length of MMF. Additionally, spectral broadening induced 
decoherence effect has been investigated in previous work [19]. However, with spectral 
maintained MOPA technics, the minor spectral broadening here contributes little to the 
dramatic speckle contrast reduction as shown in Fig. 5. Thus, the principle reason here should 
be the increase of output power and the excitation of more effective transverse modes. 
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Fig. 5. Speckle contrast with variation range verse output power of RFL. 

4. Conclusions 
High-power multi-transverse modes RFL with considerably low spatial coherence has been 
demonstrated with the combination of a MOPA configuration and a segment of extra-large 
mode area step-index MMF. The maximum output power is ~56 W with speckle contrast as 
low as 0.01. This realization of high-power light source with low spatial coherence is 
preferable for its spectral bandwidth maintaining during the application process, which keeps 
the high spectral density of the random-lasing. Besides, the lower cost is also an advantage of 
the MOPA configuration, since high-power FBGs are not needed. Therefore, the proposed 
high-power multi-transverse modes RFL provides a powerful light source with considerably 
low spatial coherence, which would be well suitable for speckle-free imaging and free-space 
communication. 
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